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Abstract

Desire is a strong wish to do or have something,001
which involves not only a linguistic expression,002
but also underlying cognitive phenomena driv-003
ing human feelings. As the most primitive and004
basic human instinct, conscious desire is of-005
ten accompanied by a range of emotional re-006
sponses. As a strikingly understudied task, it is007
difficult for machines to model and understand008
desire due to the unavailability of benchmark-009
ing datasets with desire and emotion labels. To010
bridge this gap, we present MSED, the first011
multi-modal and multi-task sentiment, emotion012
and desire dataset, which contains 9,190 text-013
image pairs, with English text. Each multi-014
modal sample is annotated with six desires,015
three sentiments and six emotions. We also016
propose the state-of-the-art baselines to evalu-017
ate the potential of MSED and show the impor-018
tance of multi-task and multi-modal clues for019
desire understanding. We hope this study pro-020
vides a benchmark for human desire analysis.021
MSED will be publicly available for research1.022

1 Introduction023

Multi-modal sentiment and emotion analysis has024

immense potential in dialogue analysis and gen-025

eration, emotion communication, etc., which has026

been an active field of research in natural language027

processing (NLP) (Liu et al., 2021; Jaiswal and028

Provost, 2020). Although numerous advanced mod-029

els and datasets have been proposed, covering dif-030

ferent levels of granularity, such as sentence, aspect,031

conversation, human desire behind emotions is still032

relatively unexplored. Human desire understand-033

ing models and datasets can benefit different areas034

of NLP and AI. Research in AI is a step closer035

to recognizing human emotional intelligence if a036

machine is able to achieve a deeper understand-037

ing of human desires and even make reasonable038

desire-aware responses (Hofmann and Nordgren,039

1https://github.com/MSEDdataset/MSED.git

Figure 1: Examples of multi-modal desire, sentiment
and emotion.

2015). With researchers’ increasing understand- 040

ing of emotional intelligence and advancements in 041

multi-modal language analysis, desire understand- 042

ing and analysis comes into view (Goldberg et al., 043

2009; Ruffman et al., 2003). 044

Desire is a primitive instinct and a basic need 045

for strongly expressing human wants to get or pos- 046

sess something, where its endless and insatiable 047

attributes distinguish human beings from other an- 048

imals (Portner and Rubinstein, 2020). It involves 049

not only a linguistic expression, but also has un- 050

derlying cognitive phenomena driving human sen- 051

timents and emotions (Robinson, 1983). Hence, 052

we argue that there is a close relationship between 053

human desire, sentiment and emotion, where desire 054

stealthily dominates sentiment and emotion while 055

sentiment and emotion also have influence on de- 056

sire. Such three tasks are complementary in that 057

desire analysis helps the understanding of the other 058

two. For example, in Fig. 1 (a), three kids with a 059

magnifying glass are smiling and observing some- 060

thing interesting. The positive sentiment and happy 061

emotion are judged by means of the desire curios- 062

ity. Fig. 1 (b) depicts that a young lady and her 063

two children are walking at a leisurely rate along 064

a winding road. Their smiles in the image and the 065

words in its text counterpart convey joyful emotion. 066

Such feelings explains the lady’s strong need to be 067

in the company of the children, i.e., family desire. 068

We also check whether our hypothesis is tenable in 069
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Dataset Size Modality Resource Annotation Inter-Task Dependency
YouTube 47 Text, Image, Speech YouTube sentiment %

MOUD 498 Text, Image, Speech YouTube sentiment %

Multi-ZOL 5,288 Text, Image Zol.com sentiment %

MOSI 2,199 Text, Image, Speech YouTube sentiment %

MOSEI 23,453 Text, Image, Speech YouTube sentiment, emotion %

CH-SIMS 2,281 Text, Image, Speech Movie, TV sentiment %

IEMOCAP 302 Text, Image, Speech Performance emotion %

MELD 1,433 Text, Image, Speech TV Show sentiment, emotion %

ScenarioSA 2,214 Text Social Media sentiment %

MUStARD 690 Text, Image, Speech TV Show sarcasm %

MSED (Ours) 9,190 Text, Image Social Media desire, sentiment, emotion !

Table 1: Comparison of MSED with other datasets.

the experiments (c.f. Sec. 5.5).070

Given the importance of desire understanding,071

numerous research results in psychology and phi-072

losophy have been proposed and are being actively073

studied to explain and analyze human desire, e.g.,074

desire inference (Dong et al., 2013, 2010), the cor-075

relation between desire and love (Cacioppo et al.,076

2012; Kaunda and Kaunda, 2021), desire diagno-077

sis (Mendelman, 2021). However, it is still an078

understudied new task in NLP and multi-modal079

affective computing. The lack of publicly available080

desire datasets has been the main issue in advanc-081

ing multi-modal desire analysis models.082

In this paper, we take the first step to overcome083

this limitation by presenting MSED, a novel multi-084

modal dataset manually annotated with sentiment,085

emotion and desire labels. MSED consists of 9,190086

text-image pairs collected from a wide range of087

social media resources, e.g., Twitter, Getty Image,088

Flickr. It aims to extend the goal of human desire089

understanding within other disciplines and bring it090

to the NLP community. This dataset also facilitates091

the study of desire detection models by investigat-092

ing both multi-task and multi-modal clues. Besides,093

MSED is also valuable for other NLP domains such094

as multi-modal language analysis, multi-task learn-095

ing. In summary, the major contributions of the096

work are:097

• The first multi-modal dataset annotated with098

three sentiment classes, six emotion classes099

and six desire classes is created and released100

publicly, aiming to open new doors to desire101

understanding.102

• We present fine-grain multi-modal annota-103

tions of sentiment, emotion and desire cat-104

egories. The quality control and agreement105

analysis are also described.106

• Quantitative investigation shows the distribu-107

tion of desire category, key words, whether108

desire affects the distribution of sentiment and 109

emotion, and to what extent 110

• We propose three multi-modal tasks to evalu- 111

ate MSED, which are desire detection, senti- 112

ment analysis and emotion recognition. Sev- 113

eral strong baselines using different combina- 114

tions of feature representations are reported to 115

show the need of multi-modal desire analysis 116

models and the potential of MSED to facilitate 117

the development of such models. 118

2 Related Work 119

2.1 Sentiment, Emotion and Desire Datasets 120

Since there is no available desire dataset, we briefly 121

review related work in multi-modal sentiment and 122

emotion datasets. Previously, researchers have cre- 123

ated various multi-modal datasets to provide exper- 124

imental test beds for evaluating sentiment and emo- 125

tion analysis models, including YouTube (Uryupina 126

et al., 2014), MOUD (Pérez-Rosas et al., 2013), 127

Multi-ZOL (Xu et al., 2019), CMU-MOSI (Zadeh 128

et al., 2016), etc. In addition, Zadeh et al. (2018) 129

proposed an extended version of MOSI, which con- 130

sists of textual, acoustic and visual clues. Yu et 131

al. (2020) collected 2,281 refined Chinese video 132

segments in the wild with both multi-modal and 133

independent unimodal annotations. It allowed re- 134

searchers to study the difference between modali- 135

ties. Zhang et al. (2021a) presented the first multi- 136

modal metaphor dataset to facilitate understanding 137

metaphor from texts and images. 138

Multi-modal emotion recognition in conversa- 139

tion (ERC) has increasingly become an active re- 140

search topic. The community also established 141

IEMOCAP (Busso et al., 2008) MELD (Poria et al., 142

2019), ScenarioSA (Zhang et al., 2020) and MUS- 143

tARD (Castro et al., 2019), to show the impact 144

of social interaction on human emotion evolution. 145

However, the existing datasets only contain senti- 146
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ment and emotion annotations. There is a lack of a147

dataset which provides insights into the desire be-148

hind human emotions. In contrast, MSED contains149

all of sentiment, emotion and desire multi-modal150

annotations to support and encourage future studies151

on the correlation between desire, sentiment and152

emotion. Table 1 compares all above mentioned153

datasets with their properties.154

2.2 Sentiment, Emotion and Desire Analysis155

The little work which exists on the automatic anal-156

ysis of multi-modal desire has mainly been done157

in psychology, sociology and philosophy domains.158

Lim et al. (2012) designed a multi-modal desire159

analysis model that encompasses both audio and160

gesture modalities. However, they explained hu-161

man desire in terms of emotions. Schutte and Mal-162

ouff (2020) performed meta-analytic investigation163

on 2,692 individuals to explore the association be-164

tween curiosity and creativity. Hoppe et al. (2015)165

used support vector machine (SVM) and eye move-166

ment data for automatic recognition of different167

levels of curiosity. But this work did not lie in the168

multi-modal domain. Cacioppo et al. (2012) pre-169

sented a multilevel kernel density fMRI analysis170

approach to understand the differences and sim-171

ilarities in the interaction between sexual desire172

and love. Chauhan et al. (2020a) proposed a multi-173

task and multi-modal deep attentive framework for174

offensive, motivation and sentiment analysis. How-175

ever, according to 16 basic desires theory (Steven,176

2004), motivation and offense cannot be classified177

as desires.178

Although remarkable progress has been made179

in the recent studies of multi-modal affect analy-180

sis, e.g., sentiment analysis (Ju et al., 2021), emo-181

tion recognition (Chauhan et al., 2020b; Wen et al.,182

2021), sarcasm detection (Liang et al., 2021; Zhang183

et al., 2021b), humor analysis (Hasan et al., 2019),184

etc., there is a gap in the understanding and detec-185

tion of human desire. Our MSED dataset will con-186

tribute to the research in understanding and analysis187

of the desires behind human agency.188

3 The MSED Dataset189

The process of creating MSED, the annotation pro-190

cedure and the basic features are detailed.191

3.1 Data Acquisition192

The rise of social media has provided a platform193

for an increasing number of people to fulfill their194

desires and exude their emotions by publishing195

Item #
Total samples 9,190

Desire samples 4,683
Non-desire Samples 4,507

Total words 109,570
Average word count per text 12

Average size per image 612×408
Train set size 6,127

Validation set size 1,021
Test set size 2,042

Table 2: Statistics of MSED Dataset.

diverse types of posts. Given that our aim is to cre- 196

ate a multi-modal dataset, three well-known online 197

photo-sharing resources, i.e., Getty Image, Flickr 198

and Twitter, are chosen as our domain. In order 199

to avoid noisy and irrelevant samples as much as 200

possible, we prefer to set a filtering rule before 201

collecting them. 202

Specially, we set a list of keywords with a 203

strong desire expression based on 16 basic desires 204

theory (Steven, 2004), e.g., curiosity, romance, 205

family, vengeance, etc. We query the social me- 206

dia platforms with such words, and only crawl the 207

retrieved text-image posts on the first ten pages. 208

Besides, we attempt to select the visual samples 209

which include people and their facial expressions 210

so that one can easily judge their emotions, senti- 211

ments and desires. After applying this first filtering 212

step, we gather over 11,000 multi-modal posts2. 213

Data Filter. All these raw posts are then pre- 214

processed by employing the data filtering rule. For 215

text data, we remove text with fewer than 3 words, 216

correct the spelling mistakes, and check if each text 217

is composed of illegible characters via the NLTK 218

package (Bird et al., 2009). For their visual coun- 219

terparts, we remove the images with low resolution 220

and resize all images to the same size. 221

Finally, the MSED dataset contains 9,190 text- 222

image pairs, with 109,570 word occurrences in 223

total. The average number of words per text is 12. 224

The detailed statistics are shown in Table 2. 225

3.2 Label Selection and Annotation Model 226

Since human desires are many and varied, this pa- 227

per will focus on those desires that are emotion- 228

ally related and divorced from the need for sur- 229

vival (e.g., eat). After early attempts to collect 230

and analyze raw samples, we empirically select 231

six typical human desires from sixteen basic de- 232

2Note that the original copyright of all the multi-modal
samples belongs to the source owners, and no personal infor-
mation of any participants was collected.
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Desire Explanation
Family The need to take care of one’s offspring.

Romance A feeling of excitement and mystery associated with love.
Vengeance The need to strike back against another person.

Curiosity The wish to gain knowledge or explore the unexpected.
Tranquility The wish to be secure, protected or company.

Social-contact The need to communicate, converse and establish a relationship with others.

Table 3: Explanations of six desires.

Figure 2: Layout of the annotation interface.

sires, which are family, romance, vengeance,233

curiosity, tranquility, social contact. Such de-234

sire attributions often are accompanied by senti-235

mental and emotional expressions. Table 3 presents236

the detailed explanations of the selected desires.237

Thus, each piece of multi-modal sample is man-238

ually annotated with desire category, sentiment239

category (i.e., positive, neutral and negative)240

and emotion category (happiness, sad, neutral,241

disgust, anger and fear). The annotation model242

is AnnotationModel = (DesireCategory, Sentiment-243

Category, EmotionCategory, DataSource).244

3.3 Human Annotation Process245

We recruit five well-educated volunteers including246

three undergraduate and two master students to247

take part in data annotation. All of them signed248

and gave informed consents before the study and249

were paid equivalent of $1.5/hour in local currency.250

They had a professional background which ensured251

that they have a good knowledge of human desire252

and emotion analysis. Before labeling the whole253

dataset, they were instructed to independently an-254

notate 50 examples first, in order to minimize ambi-255

guity while strengthening the inter-annotator agree-256

ment, e.g., their agreement rate should reach 90%.257

During the annotation process, the volunteers258

are randomly presented the text-image pairs. In259

this work, we argue that human desire is tightly260

intertwined with sentiment and emotion (Port-261

ner and Rubinstein, 2020), and therefore consider262

three inter-dependent annotation setups for de-263

sire, sentiment and emotion tasks. To emphasize264

such inter-dependency, the volunteers are asked265

to write their inference sequences, e.g., which 266

task helps the other two tasks the most. For ex- 267

ample, the inference sequence in Fig. 1 (a) is 268

(desire → sentiment → emotion). We define 269

the gold standard of a text-image pair in terms 270

of the label that receives the majority votes. The 271

annotation interface is shown in Fig. 2. 272

3.4 Quality Control 273

Since desire, sentiment and emotion annotation 274

is a very subjective task, disputes and conflicts 275

always exist and are difficult to erase. In order 276

to guarantee the annotation quality, we develop a 277

two-step validation paradigm. First, we calculate 278

the average agreement among five annotators via 279

the percent agreement calculation method (Hunt, 280

1986). The average agreements for desire, sen- 281

timent and emotion tasks are 71.4%, 83.6% and 282

72.1%. Next, to confirm this inter-rater agreement, 283

the kappa score (Fleiss and Cohen, 1973) is intro- 284

duced. The agreement scores of the annotation 285

for desire, sentiment and emotion are κ = 0.53, 286

κ = 0.67, κ = 0.56 respectively, which shows 287

that five participators have reached moderate agree- 288

ment on both desire and emotion annotations and 289

substantial agreement on the sentiment annotation. 290

Moreover, the confusion matrices in Fig. 3 indi- 291

cates the annotations difference between different 292

labels for three tasks. From Fig. 3 (a), we can 293

see that the differences between vengeance, none 294

and tranquility are maximal (i.e., 0.21, 0.20), while 295

the differences between vengeance and other cate- 296

gories are minimal. From Fig. 3 (b), we notice that 297

one could easily distinguish positive from negative 298

sentiment, but it is difficult to distinguish neutral 299

from positive and negative sentiments. Fig. 3 (c) 300

supports the above argument that the difference 301

between neutral and happiness and the difference 302

between neutral and sad are great. 303

4 Dataset Analysis 304

Desire Analysis. We present the distribution of 305

desire labels in MSED, as shown in Fig. 4. From 306
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Figure 3: The confusion matrices show the annotations difference between different labels for three tasks.

Figure 4: Dataset distribution.

Fig. 4 (a), we observe that desire and non-desire307

samples account for 51% and 49% respectively.308

This shows that MSED is a well-proportioned and309

balanced dataset, which is suitable for machine310

or deep learning based analysis. Specially, the311

proportions of curiosity, family and romance are312

11%, 14% and 11%. which are much larger than the313

proportions of vengeance and tranquility (i.e., 4%,314

4%). This is also in line with our actual life where315

fewer people are ready to share their dark sides and316

flurried attitudes on social media platforms. More317

people are likely to publish tweets about family318

life, romantic love, etc.319

Sentiment Analysis. Fig. 4 (b) shows how sen-320

timent is entangled with desire and non-desire. We321

can see that positive sentiment accounts for the322

largest proportion of 53% in desire samples while323

negative sentiment is not far behind, i.e., 33%. Neu-324

tral polarity has the smallest proportion of 14%.325

The proportion of non-neutral sentiment towers326

over that of neutral polarity. In non-desire data, the327

proportion of neutral polarity (i.e., 42%) is more328

than the proportion of positive and negative senti-329

ments (i.e., 28% and 30%). But the proportions of330

neutral and non-neutral sentiments turn out very331

close, which indicates that there is a poor correla-332

tion between non-desire and the different sentiment333

classes. These results have verified our previous334

arguments: (1) human desire is often accompanied335

Figure 5: Word cloud visualization.

by a range of sentiment responses; and (2) desire 336

stealthily dominates emotion. 337

Emotion Analysis. We also present that there 338

are some differences in the distribution of emo- 339

tion between the desire data and non-desire data in 340

Fig. 4 (c). Fear, anger, sad and happy emotions are 341

more likely to occur in the desire samples while 342

neutral and disgust emotions occur more frequently 343

in the non-desire samples. This implicates that peo- 344

ple often automatically exude their emotions while 345

expressing the desires. There is close relationship 346

between desire and emotion, which agrees well 347

with the above conclusion. 348

Key Word Analysis. We generate two word 349

clouds to visually compare the usage of high- 350

frequency words in desire and non-desire sam- 351

ples, as shown in Fig. 5. We notice that the most 352

common words in the desire samples are couple, 353

mother, father, shot, son, little, etc. Such words 354
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MSED
Train Validation Test

Sentiment
Positive 2524 419 860
Neutral 1664 294 569
Negative 1939 308 613

Emotion

Happiness 2524 419 860
Sad 666 102 186
Neutral 1664 294 569
Disgust 251 44 80
Anger 523 78 172
Fear 499 84 175

Desire

Vengeance 277 39 75
Curiosity 634 118 213
Social-contact 437 59 138
Family 873 152 288
Tranquility 245 39 87
Romance 692 107 210
None 2969 507 1031

Table 4: Dataset statistics.

Figure 6: Multi-modal desire, sentiment and emotion
analysis model.

are often used in the romance, family, vengeance355

related expressions. Fig 5 (b) shows the high fre-356

quency words in the non-desire samples, which are357

background, up, close, girl, senior, using, etc. Most358

of these words are verbs or nouns and are used as359

the description of a object or action, which do not360

often express human desires. This shows that the361

MSED dataset is accurately annotated and split.362

5 Experiments and Evaluation363

5.1 Dataset Split364

In order to support model training and evaluation,365

we first shuffle the order of all multi-modal sam-366

ples, and thus divide the MSED dataset into train,367

validation and test subsets according to the propor-368

tion of 70%, 10%, 20%. Table 4 shows the detailed369

statistics for train, validation and test subsets.370

5.2 Experiment Settings371

Evaluation metrics. We adopt precision (P), recall372

(R) and macro-F1 (Ma-F1) as evaluation metrics in373

our experiments. We also introduce weighted accu-374

racy metric for the ablation test, human evaluation375

study and inter-task correlation study.376

Model architecture. To evaluate the created377

MSED dataset, we propose three tasks, i.e., desire378

detection, sentiment analysis and emotion recogni-379

tion, and provide a wide range of strong baselines 380

by using different combinations of features. Fig. 6 381

presents the proposed model architecture. 382

We feed the text and image into two encoders 383

to obtain their features respectively. For text, 384

three typical encoders are used, i.e., deep CNN 385

(DCNN), bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM), and the 386

pre-trained language model, BERT (Devlin et al., 387

2018). For image, two widely used visual en- 388

coders, i.e., AlexNet (Alom et al., 2018) and 389

ResNet (Szegedy et al., 2017) are selected. Af- 390

ter that, we choose four multi-modal fusion strate- 391

gies, i.e., concatenation, adding, element-wise mul- 392

tiply and maximum, to learn the multi-modal rep- 393

resentation. This representation is then forwarded 394

through three dense layers and softmax functions 395

respectively for desire, sentiment and emotion de- 396

tection. In addition, as a state-of-the-art multi- 397

modal pre-trained language model, Multimodal 398

Transformer (Gabeur et al., 2020) is also used as 399

the baseline. The details of model building and 400

training is provided in Appendix. 401

5.3 Results and Discussion 402

We present the experimental results in Table 5. For 403

text classification, DCNN performs very poorly 404

for all three tasks, and gets the worst macro-F1 405

of 29.55%, 51.19% and 41.60%. Through mod- 406

eling of bi-directional contexts, BiLSTM outper- 407

forms DCNN significantly. BERT outperforms 408

DCNN and BiLSTM by a large margin in terms of 409

macro-F1. These results are thanks to strong repre- 410

sentational ability of BERT. For image classifica- 411

tion, ResNet performs very well against AlexNet, 412

since it solves the problem of gradient disappear- 413

ance and enriches the input signals by introducing 414

the residual connection. For multi-modal setup, 415

we compare six combinations and observe that 416

BERT+ResNet achieves the best macro-F1 scores 417

of 82.28%, 85.81% and 82.42%. It overcomes both 418

BERT (1.7%, 1.7%, 1.6% ↑) and ResNet (62.0%, 419

20.8%, 44.5% ↑), which shows the importance of 420

using multi-modal clues. 421

With the aim to explore the impact of different 422

multi-modal fusion approaches on the classifica- 423

tion performance, we also compare four fusion ap- 424

proaches in term of weighted accuracy in Table 6. 425

We observe that feature concatenation achieves the 426

best performance for sentiment analysis and emo- 427

tion recognition while feature adding performs the 428

best for desire detection. In contrast, another two 429

fusion approaches may lose a drawerful of primor- 430
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Model Text Image Desire Detection Sentiment Analysis Emotion Recognition
P R Ma-F1 P R Ma-F1 P R Ma-F1

Text
DCNN - 36.91 31.64 29.55 59.31 53.01 51.19 43.66 41.10 41.60

BiLSTM - 73.20 67.82 69.14 78.43 78.75 78.58 73.49 72.17 72.73
BERT - 81.74 80.39 80.88 84.43 84.28 84.35 81.76 80.57 81.10

Image - AlexNet 51.47 49.33 50.07 68.76 68.21 68.45 56.42 53.29 54.66
- ResNet 49.97 49.35 49.20 70.85 70.61 70.64 58.74 54.67 56.40

Text+Image

DCNN AlexNet 59.42 52.02 52.35 71.02 70.09 70.31 49.56 42.77 43.76
DCNN ResNet 56.34 50.64 52.89 74.73 74.73 74.64 62.93 59.12 60.48

BiLSTM AlexNet 67.80 68.00 67.67 78.73 79.22 78.89 71.17 70.70 70.89
BiLSTM ResNet 54.97 49.94 51.99 75.89 75.27 75.25 63.63 60.80 61.98

BERT AlexNet 80.84 75.50 77.17 83.22 83.11 83.16 78.06 78.19 78.10
BERT ResNet 83.42 82.43 82.28 85.83 85.79 85.81 83.54 81.51 82.42

Multimodal Transformer - - 81.92 80.20 80.92 83.56 83.45 83.50 81.62 81.61 81.53

Table 5: Comparison of different models.

BERT+ResNet
Multi-Modal Fusion

Desire Detection Sentiment Analysis Emotion Recognition
Validation Test Validation Test Validation Test

Concatenate 83.55 85.21 83.64 85.95 79.63 82.91
Add 85.31 86.48 83.06 85.94 82.08 82.32

Multiply 83.64 83.99 85.21 85.50 78.65 81.59
Maximum 84.62 85.55 83.94 85.11 80.90 81.83

Table 6: Comparison of different multi-modal combinations.

dial features when performing multiply operation431

or selecting the maximum eigenvalues. In sum-432

mary, feature concatenation and adding may be the433

best approaches for our three tasks.434

5.4 Human Evaluation Results435

Method Desire Sentiment Emotion
Annotator 1 88.00 90.00 86.00
Annotator 2 84.00 88.00 86.00
Annotator 3 84.00 88.00 82.00

Avg. 85.33 88.67 84.67
BERT+ResNet 82.00 86.00 82.00

Table 7: The human evaluation results against
BERT+ResNet for three tasks.

Next, we create a new test set including 50 multi-436

modal documents, and recruit three undergradu-437

ate volunteers to evaluate the desire, sentiment438

and emotion labels. We run the inter-annotator439

agreement study on three volunteers’ scores and440

the average kappa scores are 0.80, 0.82 and 0.78441

for our three tasks. We also choose the pre-trained442

BERT+ResNet (the state-of-art system) to make443

desire, sentiment and emotion predictions. Table 7444

presents the comparative results.445

We can see that although BERT+ResNet have446

attained the best classification scores before, they447

still perform worse than human evaluation. One448

possible reason is that multi-modal representation449

and fusion may miss some essential contents. This450

proves that such strong baselines can not guaran-451

tee a satisfactory result compared to human judg-452

ment. Desire understanding is thus an emerging,453

Task Sequence Desire Sentiment Emotion
des ⇒ sen ⇒ emo 84.82 85.46 82.13
des ⇒ emo ⇒ sen 84.82 85.06 82.22
sen ⇒ des ⇒ emo 85.85 82.73 82.62
sen ⇒ emo ⇒ des 85.90 82.73 82.08
emo ⇒ sen ⇒ des 85.60 85.16 80.80
emo ⇒ des ⇒ sen 84.18 84.87 80.80

Table 8: All the possible task inference sequences.

yet challenging task, where novel multi-modal de- 454

sire understanding models are needed. The pro- 455

posed MSED dataset will provide a available data 456

bed for model evaluation. 457

5.5 Discussion on Inter-Task Correlation 458

In order to verify the correlations across multiple 459

tasks, e.g., which task offers the greatest help to 460

other tasks, we improve BERT+ResNet by incor- 461

porating the inference sequence knowledge. We 462

choose to merge the former task knowledge (the 463

output of the dense layer) with the features of the 464

latter task to construct a new input for the latter task. 465

This action will naturally leverage the knowledge 466

from other tasks. We have checked all the possi- 467

ble task combinations, e.g., (des ⇒ sen ⇒ emo), 468

(sen ⇒ des ⇒ emo), etc. We show the obtained 469

results in Table 8. We see that BERT+ResNet 470

performs the best for the task of desire detection 471

under the task sequence of (sen ⇒ emo ⇒ des). 472

This shows that sentiment and emotion knowl- 473

edge indeed helps improve desire detection. By 474

comparing the performance of three tasks, we 475

notice that sentiment and emotion tasks gain 476
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greater improvement over desire detection under477

the task sequences of (des ⇒ sen ⇒ emo) and478

(sen ⇒ des ⇒ emo). These results support our479

argument that desire, sentiment and emotion are480

not only inter-entangled, sentiment and emotion are481

but also actuated by human desire. In addition, the482

importance of multi-task clues is also investigated.483

5.6 Ablation Study484

From Table 5, we perform an ablation study by an-485

alyzing the effectiveness of different components486

of BERT+ResNet. By comparing the classifica-487

tion performance of BERT and ResNet, we see488

that using textual features is more effective than489

using visual features, as we expected. The main490

reasons are: (1) BERT contributes the most to491

overall framework, as it effectively captures the492

inter-dependencies between words and extracts re-493

fined features; (2) Text cue plays a more important494

role than visual cue for desire understanding, since495

visual desire analysis involves a higher level of496

abstraction. However, ResNet still outperforms497

DCNN and BiLSTM by a large margin (7%, 5% ↑),498

which shows the effectiveness of pre-trained visual499

model.500

5.7 Error Analysis501

Through presenting the confusion matrices of502

BERT+ResNet in Fig. 7, we perform an error503

analysis. We notice that misclassification for504

BERT+ResNet often happens in four categories of505

samples, i.e., non-desire, curiosity, social-contact506

and tranquility. About 10.6% non-desire samples507

are mis-classified as various desires. 29.5% curios-508

ity samples are misdiagnosed. For tranquility detec-509

tion, BERT+ResNet performs very poorly, which510

annotates almost half (36.8%) tranquility samples511

as non-desire labels. 15.2% social-contact desire is512

misdiagnosed as non-desire. This implicates that513

BERT+ResNet struggles in differentiating curios-514

ity, social-contact and tranquility from non-desire.515

Further theoretical and empirical research is needed516

for better studying human desires. We also show a517

few misclassification cases for desire detection, as518

shown in Fig. 8.519

6 Conclusions and Future work520

Human desire understanding is a relatively unex-521

plored task in NLP. To fill this gap, we expand522

desire research from psychology to multi-modal523

language analysis, and thus propose the first multi-524

modal multi-task dataset for desire, sentiment and525

emotion detection, MSED. Each sample is anno-526

tated with six basic desires, three sentiments and527

Figure 7: Wrongly classified multi-modal samples in
MSED.

Figure 8: Wrongly classified multi-modal samples.

six emotions. In addition, qualitative and quantita- 528

tive studies are performed for analyzing the dataset. 529

We also present a range of baselines to evaluate the 530

potential of MSED. The comparative and human 531

evaluation results demonstrate the need of new de- 532

sire analysis models and the potential of MSED to 533

facilitate the development of such models. 534

Our work has also a few limitations. The im- 535

ages available in platforms like Flickr and Getty 536

may not express spontaneous human desire, as 537

many of them are purposefully designed by pro- 538

fessional photographers. Moreover, a larger scale 539

multi-modal dataset with more desire categories 540

is needed. The technique of human desire analy- 541

sis based on online data also has the potential to 542

be misused, e.g. by integrating them with facial 543

recognition techniques to make interventions or 544

decisions for humans. 545

In summary, we hope that the creation of MSED 546

will provide a new perspective in NLP for research 547

on human desire analysis. The dataset will be pub- 548

licly available for research. Given the close rela- 549

tionship between desire, sentiment and emotion, a 550

refined multi-modal multi-task learning framework 551

is left to our future work. 552
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Appendix773

A Model Building774

We apply a bi-modal encoder architecture when775

building models. The bi-modal encoder consists of776

text (i.e., DCNN, BiLSTM and BERT) and image777

encoders (i.e., AlesNet and ResNet). The outputs778

from two encoders are concatenated to form the779

multi-modal representation, and thus are forwarded780

to a dense layer to make prediction of three tasks.781

A.1 Text Encoder782

We use GloVe 6B to initialize the 100 dimensional783

word embeddings as inputs for DCNN and BiL-784

STM. As for BERT, the dimension is 768.785

DCNN. The first convolutional layer in the786

DCNN consists of 3 filters of size 2 × 2. The787

second convolutional layer consists of 3 filters of788

size 3× 3. The third convolutional layer consists789

of 3 filters of size 4× 4. This network is followed790

by the fully connected layer (size of 128) and the791

softmax layer. Finally, the activation values of the792

fully connected layer are used as the output of the793

encoder.794

BiLSTM. It consists of two LSTM layers that795

read the input sequence forwardly and backwardly796

to generate a series of bidirectional hidden states.797

The ith hidden representation is obtained by merg-798

ing the bidirectional hidden states, e.g., hi =799
→
hi ∥

←
hi, where i ∈ [1, 2, ..., n]. In BiLSTM, the800

dimensions of forward and backward hidden states801

are set to 50 respectively. Finally, the final hidden802

sate hn is used as the sequence representation.803

BERT. We fine-tuned the BERT-base including804

12 layers and 110M parameters as the text encoder.805

Each sequence will be padded or truncated to the806

size of 50 before it is input. The obtained repre-807

sentation of the first token in the sequence (i.e., the808

[CLS] token) is used as the output of the encoder,809

where the dimension is 768.810

A.2 Image Encoder811

Each image is pre-processed by using mean and812

standard deviation calculated by ImageNet.813

AlexNet. The size of the input images is 408×814

612×3. The first convolutional layer has 96 kernels815

of size 12× 40× 3 with a stride of 4 pixels. The816

second convolutional layer has 256 kernels of size817

5 × 5 × 96 with a stride of 2 pixels. The third818

convolutional layer has 384 kernels of size 3× 3×819

256. The forth convolutional layer has 384 kernels820

of size 3×3×384, and the fifth convolutional layer 821

has 256 kernels of size 3× 3× 384. 822

ResNet. The ResNet18 pre-trained model is 823

used in our experiments. All the images are resized 824

to 612×612×3 before they are feed into the model. 825

B Model Training 826

We use Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019) to build all 827

models. To avoid overfitting, we choose to perform 828

early stopping during training. During training, 829

the optimal learning rate is set to 1 × 10−5 and 830

the epoch is 40 if the encoder includes pre-trained 831

model, otherwise they are set to 1× 10−3 and 100 832

respectively. The dropout rate in the model is 0.5. 833

In our models, cross entropy with L2 regularization 834

is used as the loss function, as shown in Eq. 1: 835

ζs = − 1

L

∑
ξ

YξlogŶξ + τr ∥ϕ∥2 (1) 836

where ζs ∈ {ζsen, ζemo, ζdes}, Yξ denotes the 837

ground truth of the ξth sample, Ŷξ is the predicted 838

distribution. ξ is the index of sample, and L is the 839

total number of samples. τr is the coefficient for 840

L2 regularization. As for optimizer, we choose 841

Adam to optimize the loss function. We use the 842

back propagation method to compute the gradi- 843

ents and update all the parameters. It takes about 844

50 minutes for the state-of-the-art system (i.e., 845

BERT+ResNet) to train its best performance over 846

MSED via 1×RTX A6000 GPU. 847
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